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Doubling the Area;
Tripling the Production
Toshiba Machine Set to Alter
Industry Dynamics of IMMs in India

I

n their recent visit to Chennai, Yukio Iimura and

Iimura-san immediately shared his kudos for Kailas P.,

visit to discuss with POLYMERS Communiqué the

Officer, Toshiba Machine, Japan eloquently stating that he

Katsuo Ito took time out of their tightly-scheduled

vision of Toshiba Machine Co., Ltd.; a name that

would stand changed to Shibaura Machine Co., Ltd. on
1st April, 2020. The early days, the journey, untold snippets,

brisk decision making and more are well captured in this
candid chat. A sneak preview on its expansion plan clearly

highlights the high trajectory of growth they expect and
its confidence in a market scenario that’s not as bright!
Toshiba Machine on a fast track!

business

of

Toshiba

units

Machine

spread

across

well understood the Japanese culture, something that he
admitted is complicated.

Toshiba Machine, Japan was impressed with the systems
incorporated by the division and the fact that they were

well-organised. Iimura-san clearly saw more potential in
India than in China. In another visit to Bengaluru, he was

impressed by the caliber and sophistication of the Indian
community and the capability to understand technology

Some of us may be oblivion to the fact that the
business

Vice Chairman & Managing Director, TMIC and Executive

is

very

injection

diverse;

its

moulding

machines, extruders, machine tools, robotics, super
precision machines, die casting machines and more. All
business is related to one another; the benefit being
the positioning of a ‘single stop solution’ to customers.

The first step of Toshiba Machine Group in India...it was
7 years ago in 2012 when the current Toshiba Machine

(Chennai) Pvt. Ltd. (TMIC) was made a part of the Toshiba

Machine Group. A decision that was made in 14 days. Yukio

Iimura, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Toshiba
Machine Co., Ltd. was very confident of the India story –
as a growing and promising country. During one of those
several visits, Yukio Iimura was in India interacting with
business heads and L&T representatives, when this big
first step was taken. He well realised that it would be

and leverage it into benefits.

Another aspect that the Toshiba Machine Group took

cognisance of during the purchase was the readiness
and availability of information. The management posed a
number of challenging questions on systems, processes
and data. At each time, with utmost ease, the same was

shared and probably faster than what Japan could have
done. Another approach that was immensely appreciated
was the willingness of the team here in India to adapt

to change and correct its mistakes. In one such incident,

Iimura-san delightfully recollected that a suggestion given
during a morning meeting was implemented and the

same was informed to him even before he reached his
hotel in the evening. Such responsiveness turned out to

be a sheer delight for the new buyers! “My impression

of India as a slow reaction country stood completely
changed,” he conveys.

very difficult to get into India directly and understand the

Talking about cultural diversity, Katsuo Ito, Senior Managing

the Toshiba Machine Group to acquire this business unit

Office of South East Asia and India, in the discussions,

diversity of operations and cultures. This set the tone for
from L&T and get its passport to come into India.
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Executive Officer, Chairman - Regional Operating Head

added a new dimension saying that it’s not about which
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‘Shibaura’,

it is a name that
symbolises our

DNA

Yukio Iimura

Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Toshiba Machine Co., Ltd.
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modern manufacturing sites for injection

moulding

earlier perhaps, that the industry would

tools, robots and so on. We are making
development

Straight from the heart, answers to some

that is more beneficial to customers in
that area.

Chairman - Regional Operating Head

April next year (2020), Toshiba Machine

Senior Managing Executive Officer

Office of South East Asia and India

Co., Ltd. would be called Shibaura

culture it comes from. At the end, it

Group. The revival of Shibaura, which is

As regards the cultural issues, Iimura-

that is our origin, has been decided.

what is right, irrespective of which

at the time of departure from Toshiba

should be the best way for the business.

well-known as a brand of machine tools,

that is considered as a big strength even

today by the senior management. From
an academy perspective, remember
that starters at TMIC are graduate
engineers; for shop-floor, it’s diploma

engineering. This team, according to the
management, is a stand-out team across
the industry today!

The big question of the expansion now...
it came out that the expansion was a
clear collection of the optimism in the
Enhancing

customer

satisfaction from the Indian operations

still further is one of the key drivers of

this expansion. The footprint of the
factory is clearly going to double and the

production capacity of 1,200 units could
infact triple (including new products).

This would be a big help, as an Indian

with our customers.

It is a company name that symbolises

Q. Circular economy and
sustainability continue to drive
new initiatives for corporate.
What is the activity happening
at Toshiba?

machines to the market based on the

environmental

our DNA, which brings many industrial

It

technology and skills originated by

contribute to the local environmental

increase

In

all about, system engineering - covering

between

Our main business is not only injection

Toshiba Machine Supplement

through

of

our

high-precision

master

gear

reconstruction

period,

we

that exceeds the capital at the time,

and completed a machine with an

by

This would be perhaps one of the most

energy

innovations

made an investment in development

factories, sharing information by IoT,

details, before making a purchase.

the

post-war

between

micro-detailing, he would go into big

clean

hobbing machine manufactured in the

up to the output of the customer’s

analysing big data and much more.

to

Q. Some very early incidents at
Toshiba Machine that define the
thinking of the corporate?

From a customer perspective, today it’s

efficiency

eliminate

and

machine tools and industrial machines.

moulding machine alone.

production

in

technological

the system, but not only by the injection

improving

to

work and economic growth, and the

important to contribute to customers in

cooperation

us

accidents

is to contribute to the balance between

itself is getting commoditised, it is

machines,

for

Sustainable Development Goals (SDG)

While the injection moulding machine

cooperation

natural

We believe that our commitment to

Q. From a global perspective, what
advances do you anticipate in
injection moulding machines of
tomorrow?

products;

is

movement as a volunteer.

machine tools.

Q. The manufacturing approach at
Toshiba Machine, which according
to you, has played a pivotal role in
your business success?

customer clearly stands out with the

4

contributing to our customers through
technology, we will create a new future

We started considering the name change

market.

We believe that by always thinking about

Machine Co., Ltd.

culture to follow, it’s about following

Indian

Q. What does customer
relationship mean to you?

this

goes now a complete circle when in

the employees at TMIC is something

by

‘local production for local consumption’

Engineering

The attitude and the overall stature of

customers

and we are working on the system of

Katsuo Ito

which is very important for the business.

our

overseas factories in China and Thailand,

from Tokyo Electric Co. and Shibaura

is a common language across cultures,

of

in addition to this (TMIC), we have

Toshiba name was originally derived

san adds that ‘well-meaning rationality’

die

strengths. On the manufacturing side,

Q. You are soon undertaking a
name change (Shibaura). Share
with us the thought process
behind the change?

And

also

making full use of these comprehensive

of the questions posed...

Co.

but

efforts to contribute to the business

get to see this mega manufacturing site.

Works

machines,

casting machines, extruders, machine

moulding machines. It would be 2021, or

unprecedented

level

of

accuracy.

It is a DNA of our attitude towards
technological development.

Q. Few things about Toshiba
Machine that you think that
people do not know?

Some customers do not know that

l
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Distinctive

Direction...
Kailas P.
Vice Chairman & Managing Director, TMIC
Executive Officer, Toshiba Machine, Japan

Q. As a group, the biggest
challenges that you have
overcome?

market. Share with us the journey.
What was the most crucial phase
according to you?

TMIC has overcome many challenges in

We started in a modest way in 1992 as

will switch over to all electric machines

and

our first machine was supplied in

sales support and spares support for

operating from a different location near

was the perception. We had faced big

crucial phases.

need not worry and we will continue to

First phase was when we started as a

them for the earlier brand of machines

the past, but the one most important
challenging

one

was

the

acceptance of its new name by our
customers in 2012 from L&T Plastics
Machinery Ltd. TMIC had to address

doubts in the minds of customers as
regards discontinuance of supply of

spares and services to earlier supplied
L&T

machines.

Their

doubts

were

September, 1992. At that time, we were

the earlier brand of hydraulic machines,

Chennai. The journey has witnessed two

challenges assuring customers that they

joint-venture company in 2000 with

assuring them through various seminars

big struggling period to establish the

customer confidence by our actions

challenge to establish a new brand

spares for earlier brand machines. We

brands. Inspite of these challenges,

of difficulty during the transition time of

high-quality machine manufacturer and

team’s personal visits to them and also

in 2005. The initial times witnessed a

and customer meets. TMIC could regain

Demag brand name in India – a big

and maintaining continuity in supply of

name in India with well entrenched

did not put any customer into any sort

the company earned good repute as a

name change process from L&T to TMIC;

perhaps the best after-sales service.

Q. You started in a very modest
way in India and are today a
significant player in the Indian

Toshiba Machine Supplement

l
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TMIC may stop hydraulic machines and
and perhaps they will not get after-

Demag, Germany and built this facility

by the industry.

manufacturer, Indian customers thought

L&T-Demag Plastics Machinery Ltd. and

allayed due to our top management

an approach that is revered even today

known in India as all-electric machine

Second phase was when we were

acquired by Toshiba Machine Japan in
September, 2012 and they are world

leaders in injection moulding machines.
Since Toshiba Machine Japan was mostly

l
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provide spares and after-sales service to
as well. Due to our sincere efforts and
actions, our esteemed customers did

not leave us and all of them are still our

valued customers today. In those days,
2011, we used to make less than 300
machines per year and after we became

part of Toshiba Machine in 2012, the
numbers increased each year and today

we can proudly claim that we have

grown to over 1,000 machines per year
within the last 6 years.
We

have

also

recently

celebrated

crossing of sales of 10,000 machines on
26th June, 2019 which is an important

and memorable milestone to cross for
our company.

5

we are manufacturing ultra-precision

Selling total solutions through system

always ahead in technology with latest

aware that we are a manufacturer of

products like mould, IML, special process

solutions.

machine tools, some customers are not
injection moulding machines, etc.

However, at present, a private exhibition

called Solution Fair is held once a year

at our headquarter’s factory, bringing
together

our

technologies

in

one

place and providing an opportunity for

outsiders, including overseas visitors, to
see it.

Q. What is the number of injection
moulding machines that you have
sold this far, globally?
Approximately 70,000 injection moulding
machines were sold worldwide.

Q. How do you look at the Toshiba
Machine journey as regards
Industry 4.0?
Industry 4.0 is the term derived from
Germany’s high-tech strategy, and I think

that it would be better to say that our
approach to IoT is here.

Our IoT platform named ‘machiNet’,
we aim to have an approach that only

an integrated machine manufacturer
can do.

By using OPC UA, which is used in
Industry

4.0,

connecting

seamlessly

with higher-level systems, it will lead
to preventative maintenance by linking

factory equipment and an improvement
of the operating rate.

factor to improve operating rate. Our

to adapt AI Technologies into ‘machiNet’
to providing the best solution to the
market in near future.

Q. Any new application sectors
that the company plans to focus
on to further its growth?
Toshiba Machine Co., Ltd. Japan (TMJ) is
working on new technologies like light-

weighting of auto components, carbon
fibre

moulding

and

more.

System

engineering, auxiliary equipment, robots
etc. are also going to be focus areas.

6

Toshiba Machine who are technology
oriented

and if any company who do not focus on

execution of mould shop automation

after-sales support and spares support,

system, right from raw material storage

Indian market is going to desert such

to drying and conveying to machines. As

products and therefore Toshiba Machine

more and more automation is coming

have given importance to this fact in all

up, we see good potential emerging in

our business decisions in India.

future for auxiliary equipment. We will

Q. Your manufacturing in India
also caters to your global markets.
Made-in-India for the world. How
do you see the future of TMIC?

also add new products to complete

the product range in auxiliary, including
subject

is

latest

importance of after-sales service support

equipment as well as for designing and

the

with

Our learning from India is also about

recognised by customers in India for unit

and

companies

technology machines and processes.

(Chennai) sales turnover. We are well-

under

discussion at this stage with Japan. We

will continue to be one of the leading

We are focusing on increasing the

and automation systems as we have

to Southeast Asia and the US, and TMIC

players in India for auxiliary equipment

export ratio of TMIC, opening the door

built this position over the last 25 years.

is independently advancing into the

Q. What does the India business
mean to Toshiba Machine globally?

TMIC’s export ratio is expected to

African market.

increase in the future by complying to

We expect potential domestic demand

international standards, including quality

of Indian market based on economic

as well as specification.

growth rate and population. We also

Q. What kind of investments are
you planning in India over the next
5 years?

expect our Indian factory to be a
production base for Europe, United
States and Southeast Asia.

We are in the process of purchasing

for speedy decisions from companies

of

important market for companies like

important part of Toshiba Machine

Japanese R&D team is also challenging

repeatability

We are confident Indian market will be

Auxiliary equipment business is an

customer’s product is also important

quality

and cheap technologies of the past.

Q. How do you see your position
in the auxiliary equipment market
today and in coming times?

robots

Indian Market is changing

to high end solutions market from low

etc. will be the approach now on.

Q. The biggest learning from the
Indian market is...

Improving

technology and with cost effective

engineering involving other suppliers of

additional land adjacent to our current
plant for our future expansion plan and

The customers in India are always looking

investment is being done to the tune of

INR 500 Mn for purchase of new land. We

and always looking for cost effective

would be building second new world

solutions when they take decisions for

class factory as part of our expansion in

buying machinery or any capital goods.
Indian

brilliant

engineers

engineers

and

are

highly

and

are

this additional land within 3 years which

will have a significant impact on our

academically

future business growth.

knowledgeable
capable

of

Q. Are you also exploring the
opportunity of inorganic growth?

understanding technical features much
better. Indian engineers have exposure

With

to latest technologies across the world

and they always update their knowledge.

and

to

inorganic

business

growth,

expansion

through acquisitions, the headquarters
will naturally work within the medium-

Therefore our learning from Indian

term strategy assigned.

customers is that we have to be

Toshiba Machine Supplement
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Going Back to the

Building an identity can be a
challenge, but if it’s backed

Roots

by decades of hard work and

achievements, then the process of

this transition becomes an event to
look forward to. Read on...

T

oshiba Machine Group is at the cusp of another

As

believed will foster the group into a newer growth

with customers. It also expresses Shibaura Machine

change that it wishes to address. It’s a change that is

zone

while

origins.

remaining

Talking

about

in

the

deep

touch

change

in

with

its

identity

that the group will be soon embracing, Kailas P.,
Vice

Chairman

&

Managing

Director,

TMIC

and

Executive Officer, Toshiba Machine, Japan shares, “Our

company Toshiba Machine Co., Ltd. is due to undergo

explained,

the

new

logo

embodies

building

foundation of the industry and stronger connection

becoming a foundation of society and expanding
its contribution and corporate image as a company

with confidence and pride. The new tagline ‘View
the Future with You’ means that they look into the
future and create value together with their customers.

an identity change in April, 2020, when we are going to
be Shibaura Machine Co., Ltd.”

Stating the reason for this big change, he shares,

“Shibaura Machine Co., Ltd. holds major shares of

The colour of the new emblem represents a fast-moving

we have been Toshiba, our genes have always been

Mt. Fuji visible from their head office in Numazu.

Toshiba Machine Co., Ltd. and thus, in a way, while
Shibaura; the brand change will take us back to
our roots.”

It was explained that Toshiba is created from Tokyo
Electric and Shibaura Engineering Works. Shibaura

feel and the design is modelled after the view of

With a presence spanning a century, the new identity

as Shibaura Machine Co., Ltd. will sure be a promising
one - the one which brings success and profits!

is a well-known name in Japan; in China as well, it is

The transition has begun, and with the meticulous

machinery; for the markets in India, it would be a

too seems to be reaching cruising altitude, smooth

known to be a key player for manufacturing of defence
new identity.

Toshiba Machine Supplement
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planning that they are known for, this transition
and rippleless!
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10,000th Machine Sale,
A Landmark Achievement
Strategy-Driven Growth

Setting marketing objectives to achieve production goals has
been one of the key focus areas for Team Toshiba Machine

(Chennai). They are extremely positive about their marketing
approach and certain that their thought-process is the key

to adding energy to the process of success. No wonder, they
just delivered their 10,001st machine. Read on...

T

he 5-figure mark would clearly

This magical number of 10,000 says

boys. Toshiba Machine (Chennai)

process,

differentiate the men from the

a lot...a lot about the product, the

Pvt. Ltd. (TMIC) crossed this major

relationships are to be nurtured with

The event saw the handing over of the

positivity and care over years. The

10,000th machine to DOMS Industries

longevity of the relationships no way

Pvt. Ltd. and the 10,001st to Lumax

dampens

Industries Ltd. In an unprecedented

with

their

management
families

interpersonal

enthusiasm.

Infact,

bonds

has

provided

TMIC a very high on ROI. One-on-one

to

contact, across corporate tiers, has

recognise their contribution to the

resulted in an almost impregnable

growth story of TMIC; an approach that

fortress of users. The high figure of

was well appreciated by all at TMIC and

customer retention is a clear derivative!

it reflected the spirit of functioning

“For us, business is all about numbers.

of Toshiba Machine.
Takahiro Mikami, President, Toshiba Machine
Group, Japan delivering his talk during the
machine handing over ceremony.

the

investment of time in building these

invited earlier Directors and key retired
employees

policies,

The dictum here is very clear - customer

a lot of fanfare mixed with nostalgia.

current

the

importantly, the customer confidence.

achievement that was celebrated with

the

people,

the price, the performance and most

milestone on 26th June, 2019. An

move,

the

Crossing 10,000 was a big milestone

The growing family of 380+ at TMIC

for us. This achievement is just a

will surely look back with immense

stepping stone and, going forward,

pride on the strides that the company

we hope that our deliveries multiply

has taken in the recent times.

each year. We have kept our goals by
sticking to our marketing philosophy
and
to

we

keep

hope

doing

that
the

we

continue

same,”

shares

Amarendra Nath Sasmal, Head - Sales
& Marketing, TMIC.

And this is how, bit-by-bit, advantageby-advantage

and

machine-by-

machine, the company has grown.

A glorious moment of this special event captured - Handing over of the
10,000th and 10,001st machines.
8
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Being the Change

The Journey of Toshiba Machine (Chennai)
Having spanned its functions and services across various

segments, Toshiba Machine (Chennai) Pvt. Ltd. (TMIC) is a force
to reckon with. Their seven-year journey in India, has not only

been phenomenal, but one complete with learning and constant
evolution. POLYMERS Communiqué traces its journey this far.

T

hey say, stalwarts are not born,

a 100 years, when it was started as

stalwart

forerunner of the Toshiba Corporation

they are made; and one such
that

this

world

has

seen grow from a modest beginning
is Toshiba Machine in India. Being
a member of the Toshiba
group

of

origin

can

Toshiba
traced

Toshiba Machine Supplement
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Shibaura Engineering Works Co., the
established in 1875.

And it was not until 1938, that the

machine tool division of the Shibaura
Engineering Works Co. was incorporated
as

an

independent

company.

Thus, being named as Shibaura

Machine Tools Co., Ltd. Since

9

With our motto of zero-defect products, Toshiba Machine has been our long-standing
partner ensuring highly homogenous and quality components through their patented
screw barrel design. Their uniqueness lies in common screw profile for UPVC, RPVC, CPVC,
powder and granule with high productivity and minimum power consumption. Their
consistency in providing reliable, economical and prompt after-sales support makes them
our preferred supplier for all our existing and future projects.
Jayant S. Chheda, Chairman
Prince Pipes and Fittings Ltd.

its inception, this enterprise has helped

Japan and the world develop by
supplying the machines required by the
industry. And as the years passed by, the
company kept evolving and developing
across the globe.

In a rapid series of developments, the

mast of the erstwhile Larsen and Toubro

Plastics Machinery Ltd. was taken over
by Toshiba Machine and re-incepted

as Toshiba Machine (Chennai) Pvt. Ltd.
(TMIC). This development took place

on 28th September, 2012 under its

managerial cadre left the new setup.

Executive, Kailas P.

amazed at the alacrity with which the

Toshiba Group, Japan were simply

then President, Yukio Iimura and Chief

situation was handled.

A buyout is normally followed by chaos.
Uncertainty, suspicion and fear take

Close to 330 machines then (2012) to

managed. This, however, was not to

change in its stride, it’s truly been a

over a 1,000 machines today...taking

centre stage, especially when not well-

journey of sorts! A CAGR of close to

be when Toshiba Group took over the

20% since 2012...a simply outstanding

L&T plastics business. Professionalism
and

transparency

concerns.

And

the

addressed
result

performance! POLYMERS Communiqué

all

captures

was

it

all...the

resilient empire.

astounding, not one person from the

building

of

a

Kailas P., Vice Chairman &

Men at the Helm...

Managing Director, Toshiba
Machine (Chennai) and

Executive Officer, Toshiba

Machine, Japan tells, “There
has never been one day in

my tenure at Toshiba that we
faced a strike or a clash. We
have not recorded a single

day of production loss, for this
reason. Also, we are extremely

proud of the fact that we have
had no accidents over the last
five years. We consider our
employees as our assets

M. Kumar, Vice President &

and seeing them safe is

Executive Officer, Head -

a big satisfaction for

Manufacturing Division,

the management.”

Toshiba Machine (Chennai)
updates, “One of the major
positives for us during

this culture transition has
been that our Japanese
counterparts always

respected our views and
always heard them out.”

10
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A Resilient
Organisation

Every empire gets only stronger with a set vision and all the small
and big steps that one takes in the journey of achieving it. This is

particularly true for Toshiba Machine (Chennai), which has become
one of the most reliable growth drivers in the industry. And all

this has been achieved, step-by-step, advantage-by-advantage.
Read on...

DID YOU

KNOW

T

already

what they did; all that they committed

in its corporate identity and on

part of every employee even today.

he

organisation

had

witnessed a number of changes

Long Tenure

28 September, 2012, time again wanted
th

The company enjoys long employee

to test the resilience of the team when

organisation in 1983 as a trainee.

buyout of business from L&T. Any

loyalty; for e.g., Kailas P. joined the
He is today the Managing Director!

The average employee age is an

astounding 12 years...many beyond
25 years as well!

It

change of this magnitude is sure to

required for the new setup to function

unnerve even the strongest; a fusion of

cultures that were radically so different

only added to the complexity of the
situation. The situation once again

six

months

and

of

turbulence,

compliances

smoothly. The team was at it, on top of

their tasks and they got over this most
challenging phase successfully.

That was, however, only one battle won.

took a decision to take the team along

on its way out? Is the new Toshiba

and

transparent

communication

to

address employees that their interests
would be taken care of. And that’s

POLYMERS Communiqué

was

documentation

brought out the best in the team. The

and then embarked on a very candid

l

Truly leading by example!

they were faced with the Toshiba Machine

managements on either side firstly

Toshiba Machine Supplement

is what they fulfilled, a virtue that is a
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Customers were worried; was hydraulic
Machine going to be all electric? Will

their existing purchases be no longer
serviceable?

Competitors

then

only

revved up the confusion! It was a period

11

Toshiba Machine (Chennai)
Achieves Global Recognition
With Its President Award

of doubt and fear! The management
clearly

the stress. Senior management team
themselves split and set out in motion,

as convincing Indian customers is never
easy in such situations; what followed

For the year 2019, the award was

was...one flight to the other, one city

handed over to Toshiba Machine

to the other, one customer to the

(Chennai).

other. Customers were convinced and

It was a unique achievement for

most retained. Every action of Toshiba

as

Machine

it was the first in the history of

overseas unit was honoured with
this distinction.

a

address

installations to personally go and allay

(KPIs), strictly audited and evaluated by the team lead by the Group’s Chairman.

Toshiba Machine Group that an

beyond

to

personally visiting over 70% of their

(Units of Toshiba Machine) who excel in all the key performance indicators

(Chennai)

was

90 days and an arduous task of

(18th March) of Toshiba Machine Group, is awarded to the super performers

Machine

this...it

communication

this concern. They gave themselves

President Award, which is handed over annually on the Founder’s Day

Toshiba

saw

regular

battle
kept

Kailas P. receiving the
President Award in March, 2019.

reassured

won.

up

them.

Another

to;

to-date,

Another

commitment
the

oldest

hydraulic units supplied are still being
serviced.

Every

single

commitment

made to a customer is honoured in
true earnest...few realised that a seed to

this approach, which is their current way
of life, was sowed way back in 2012!
Thereafter,

customers

recognising

and

started

believing

every

action of Toshiba Machine. Business
was getting back on track...it grew
consistently
in

most

year

cases,

after

at

a

year

pace

and,

faster

than the market growth. The company
bounced back once again, in style!

“Thanks to the Japanese management,
they were confident of our skills and

let us build the business with literally
no interference. This also went a

long way in re-assuring the employees,

He Makes Money Work...

making

them

comfortable

and

confident,” underlines Kailas P., Vice
T. N. Sivasubramanian, Head - Finance

Chairman

&

Toshiba Machine (Chennai) candidly

Machine, Japan.

Managing

Director,

TMIC and Executive Officer, Toshiba

& Accounts and Company Secretary,

admits, “At TMIC, we have learnt our
lessons the hard way, the worst hit

With so many new changes and steps

completely eroded and the company

successfully

within the system that have been

being in the year 2007-08 when we were
began to fall apart because of gross

miscalculations. Thereafter, financial

with,

the

team

finally arrived to the Japanese way

planning was always at the fore and

of life and proud of their commitment

became the key driver for business, we

and passion towards being a part of

began to soar and fly.”

12

dealt

is confident that they have today

Toshiba Machine.
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Japanese Work Culture

A Religion at Toshiba Machine (Chennai)
Following the concept of unlearning and relearning can be a tricky
one, but the employees of Toshiba Machine (Chennai), seem to

have had a smooth transition and are extremely happy with their
new way of professional life.

W

hen Toshiba Machine took

Japanese counterparts always respected

they were fully aware of

This was a big learning for us as well.

over the L&T PPM operations,

the issues that would challenge them.
Exercising utmost maturity and showing
complete confidence in the team at the

helm of the new entity Toshiba Machine
(Chennai) Pvt. Ltd. (TMIC), they decided

to take a back seat on functional

issues, to let the business develop

and let people feel comfortable in the
new environment and start enjoying

their work. The approach paid off and
business started to grow at a fast pace.

A transition of this sort will bring to the

DID YOU

fore advantages and disadvantages,

KNOW

tangible or intangible. M. Kumar, Vice
President & Executive Officer, Head -

Manufacturing Division, TMIC updates,

Steep Rise
Auxiliary equipment is one fast
growing business unit of TMIC.

“One of the major positives for us during
this culture transition has been that our

our views and always heard them out.
The

headquarters

in

Japan

always

believed in the engineering and design

capabilities harboured by TMIC and thus

most engineering and design changes
were well accepted. They appreciated
the logic and rational behind our
proposed changes.”

Another big change for the workforce
was the concept of ‘meeting before
meeting’.

meetings
The

The

were

expectations
shared

management

of

the

beforehand.

valued

targeted

communication and liked to discuss
solutions
through.

which

are

Therefore,

well-thought-

meeting

before

meeting became a prevalent culture,
which meant that before all important
briefings and meetings, the presenter is

Leads from the Front
“On the quality front, we have
been heavily investing in the

root cause analysis, as they are
important for any production

resolution,“ clarifies M. Kumar,
Vice President & Executive

Officer, Head - Manufacturing
Division, Toshiba Machine
(Chennai).
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queued up with all possible questions
that

may

be

asked,

for

forward

preparation. This also made the meeting
process lean, allowing for quick or on-

I wish Toshiba Machine achieve the next
10,000 machines in no more than five years.
Vineet Sahni, Chief Executive Office &

the-spot decision-making.

Senior Executive Director
Lumax Industries Ltd.

It is common to see companies find

solutions to problems. A complete ‘no-

no’ says the Japanese culture. M. Kumar
clarifies, “On the quality front, we have

been heavily investing in the root cause
analysis, as they are important for any

production resolution. The approach
has been clear; not to take decisions to

solve the problem alone, rather address
it at the root level.” That’s some thinking,
isn’t it?

A thought does make all the difference.
This has proven to be very true for TMIC

as well. The magnitude of the task is
immaterial,
the

result

Vaidyanathan

it’s

the

that

K.,

magnitude

is

General

of

important.

Manager,

TMIC shares, “Japan brought us a

change in our thought-process. They
channelised us to think about keeping

our place clean and well-arranged.
The result - our search time reduced
and we could invest more in ensuring

our quality, which went higher.” Wow,
very few would connect cleanliness to
enhance quality so well!

Adapting the thinking of Japan radically
changed the quality levels at TMIC. One

of the teaching being to treat machines
produced like a baby, absolutely scratch-

free, by recreating floors maintaining

14

them.

Minor

points

and

Japanese way of doing business’.

processes

included double-checking of a simple

Vaidyanathan K. chips in with another

thing like the wiring and ensuring there

learning, “The constant expectation of

is no colour mismatch. Trivial as they

the management was how to double

may all sound, they had a large impact

our speed and how we keep building

on the overall quality and experience

on and benefiting from our existing

of customers. Clearly understanding

resources. This thought was not in us

that there is no option to getting it

before and we were satiated with our

right at the first time, another change
introduced

was

the

checklist

then current state.”

and

inspection process. The length of the

So organised are operations that the

the

year, is managed by a small team of

sales of a gigantic 1,012 machines a

process could have a point of debate;
outcome

surely

was

not.

In

30 highly qualified professionals. A

perspective, it is considered a welcome

seemingly tiny mandate of meeting

change by one and all.

a minimum of 2 customers on each

Many-a-corporate identify processes to

working day has gone a long way in

change, a few of them identify actions

achieving this objective. A beaming

to implement, still fewer implement

M. Kumar proudly highlights, “Work is

them, still fewer follow them, and only

so well-structured and responsibilities

a few follow them to a ‘T’; TMIC is one

so well defined that in a typical 2,400

of them! Documentation was never a

working hours a year, the company

strength of a typical Indian company

manufactured

then. Toshiba Machine, as a group, has

an

astonishing

1,012

machines last year! Put in another way,

created over 30 checklists that must

over 3 machines each day.”

be adhered to. The result being fewer
errors, more prying eyes translating

Today, the going is good and seeing

Their documentation changed to the

everything seems to be in place as

things

into efficient and effective processes!

their

helicopter

view,

they climb the success ladder steadily.

globally followed and acclaimed ‘classic
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Plans Planned by Planners
for Unleashing the True Potential

Even the best laid plans can bring challenges that one didn’t

expect to see. And that when a company’s corporate planners
come in play - for they see the issues with the thought of

resolution. A similar kind of team of corporate planners at Toshiba

Machine (Chennai) find themselves always working on any possible
issue that may come on their company’s road to success. Read on
as we speak to these few ‘good’ men...

T

he Toshiba Machine Group has

aims to become a ‘comprehensive

respecting human values. They

the world’s ‘monozukuri’ by focusing

based its corporate approach on

are determined to help create progress

and environment,’ ‘improving labour

wherein it underlines its endeavour

and Communication Technology),’ and

shareholders and employees by carrying

And to help the company achieve

group also has a commitment to people,

productivity,’ ‘IoT and ICT (Information

to serve the needs of all customers,

‘handling new materials’.

The group understands its responsibility
to the future, and wishes to continually
invest

in

developing

innovative

technologies that create the foundation

of industries and strive to create a highquality society. Currently, the group

KNOW

on four strategic key phrases: ‘energy

in the lives and culture of the world. The

out fair and robust business activities.

DID YOU

machinery manufacturer that supports

this plan, a team of strategic roadmap

builders have been created by the
management.

Kotaro

Tani,

Director,

Toshiba Machine (Chennai) Pvt. Ltd.
(TMIC) shares, “We plan towards seeing
our brand always on the top; however,

we also understand that corporate

Embraces Changes with Aplomb

Diving Deep
Toshiba Machine, as a group, has
created

over

30

checklists

that

must be adhered to. The result
being fewer errors, more prying
eyes translating into efficient and
effective processes!

Vaidyanathan K., General Manager, Toshiba

Machine (Chennai) shares, “Japan brought us a

change in our thought-process. They channelised
us to think about keeping our place clean and

well-arranged. The result - our search time reduced
and we could invest more in ensuring our quality,
which went higher.”
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There was some magic that the purchase of
70+ machines happened so effortlessly for me. We hope to
strike the 100 count soon! What makes Toshiba Machine
distinct is the post-sale support. The team-effort displayed
in trouble shooting has been consistent and tremendous.
Santosh Raveshia, Managing Director

DOMS Industries Pvt. Ltd.

plans have to be made in a way that

He also conveys that each year they

potential is always unleashed. TMIC

planning and strategy development

we are not restricting growth and our

makes plans every 3 years and, this
year, we did the planning exercise

in February. The company together
formed

product

new

targets

engineering,

for

its

profits

sales,
and

order deliveries.” For them, it is not all
about macro-planning, which anyway

is not the Japanese way for sure!

have
for

detailed

every

target

half

6-monthly

year.

approach?

The relation of DOMS with

achievement
Why

He

Toshiba Machine started in
2009 with the sale of a

this

100 tonne hydraulic injection

states,

moulding

“The main idea behind this is to
adjust
grow

alongside

along

Therefore,

we

with

the

its

forecast

market

and

Upto

25 lakh smaller ones are

requirements.
our

machine.

5 lakh big sketch pens and

being produced on a daily

annual

basis

targets understanding the market trends

at

DOMS

Toshiba Machines.

and customer expansion patterns.”

using

Kotaro Tani further tells, “In terms

of technology adoption, we are

Turns Dream to Reality...

on the 2nd position in the market.

Also, technology wise, we are very

strong in the small machine segment.
We currently don’t have 1000 or 3000
tonne hydraulic machines, but our

M. P. Saju, Head - R&D, Toshiba

machine development roadmap does

Machine (Chennai) tells, “Initially

include them. Our immediate plan is to

our journey began with plastics as a

offer 850 tonne to 1000 tonne machines

step-child and today we stand tall as

in the next 2 years and by 2021, we

the number 2 player in this industry.”

feel that a time will come when
demand for heavy machines will be

Producing
Efficiently

Getting More Out of Less

Keeping ahead in production means

that not only is the company poised for
growth, but also keen on giving back
to the environment by rethinking its

existing resources. Read on to know how
Toshiba Machine (Chennai) is driving a
change in thought...

A

ny manufacturing company puts a lot of
thought in its production cycle in order to

make it lean and efficient. TMIC underwent

one such amendment phase in its production cycle

and have greatly benefitted themselves. Hirotoshi

Mochizuki, Vice President - Corporate Planning

Division, Executive Advisor - Manufacturing, TMIC

sharing his experience says, “I find that keeping

16
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A long association with over 40 machines ranging from 100 - 850 tonnes, Toshiba Machine
has fulfilled our mantra of ‘extraordinary against acceptable’ as well as our dream of a
fully automated plant. They have been instrumental to produce world-class home goods
across the world. With compatibility to wide range of plastics, Toshiba Machine’s all electric
injection moulding machines produce top-notch quality mouldings with quick changeovers and better aesthetics. Their high productivity with minimum power consumption
and downtime has helped us to maintain our ROI despite huge capital investments.
Kailesh Shah, Managing Director

All Time Plastics Pvt. Ltd.

very significant in the market; thus,
by 2021, we would be ready with
our

high

tonnage

manufactured locally.”

machines,

So, while TMIC is not making heavy
tonnage machines as yet - as it only

imports them from Thailand, Japan
and China - its goal is crystal clear,
to

very

soon

penetrate

into

this

segment with high tonnage machines
that

are

Made-in-India.

Another

opportunity to showcase the Indian
engineering and manufacturing skills to
the world!

2020. So, we will slowly keep growing,”
informs, Kotaro Tani.

An interesting trend to note is that
in India the ratio of hydraulic and all
electric machines is that of 90:10. TMIC
will plan and prepare for both demands.

TMIC is heavily investing in India as it’s
a land of opportunity for them. “We

expect the Indian market to be one of
the most active market for us. In terms
of GDP, in terms of growth and demand,

it’s growing. We operate at the US,
Canada, Singapore, Japan, Malaysia and
China; and manufacture only at Japan,

“How we see the industry is that in the
next 2 - 3 years, we feel that all electric
machines will come in a big way. The
market has begun splitting in all electric

and hydraulic. Currently, majority of

machines is hydraulic and Toshiba

China, India and Thailand, and have
noticed that the highest growth that

has happened for us is here in India.
Thus, we have been heavily investing

here and will continue to do so,”
Kotaro Tani adds.

Machine is planning on introducing

As regards plans relating to R&D, he

1300 tonne machine by March / April,

our

the 850 tonne machine by Q3 and the

further explains, “Here we also have
own

development

team

and

they have been doing exceptionally

well in the small tonnage segment.

We get support from Japan only for
technology. The Japanese market is

different from India. There the ratio

of hydraulic to all electric is 10:90,
exactly the reverse of the Indian trend.

Currently from India, we also develop
machines here and deliver to the US

and Canada, and especially all hydraulic

machines are developed here for the
US.” This is some achievement, must
say...competing with the best globally,

and that too in their own terrain with
products made in India.
The

best

implemented
about

the

of

plans

well!

fail

Further

manner

of

if

not

talking
policy

implementation, in order to improve

productivity, they have been investing in
bridging policies and connect between
India and Japan in a manner that distinct
identities are maintained. Japan and

our production process lean, effective and efficient is

Talking further about the implementations that ensured

married L&T, the commercial condition of the company

Mochizuki adds, “Also when I first came here, we saw that

an important task. So, when in 2012, Toshiba Machine
was very poor. The company would at the maximum

invoice 330 machines a year; whereas now, we have come
to 1,012 machines. This change has happened because

certain practises and policies have been revisited by
the management.”

He adds, “For example, at first, we felt that this factory would
be small for our production and that we required more

area. But instead of investing in a new space, we decided to

their work was oriented to ‘more from less’, Hirotoshi

aisles were stacked with complete machines, irrespective

of their size. So, we decided that we will only store a
few machines here and the rest we would move to the
warehouse. This made movement of machines and space
management much easier. Further to make our process
faster and more efficient, we got the flow line concept for
our production more in use. So, where earlier we produced
2 machines a day, we today can now produce 3.”

clean up the factory and create space within it. This made

He proudly adds that the next big step for the company

without additional costs being incurred. We also made our

thereby expanding production space. TMIC plans to have

our production happen at one place, in the desired spread,
storage vertical. This gives us more space to work around
and machine parts are kept at various levels, marked by
signs and legends, for more efficient assemblies.”
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sub-assembly lines.
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Addressing Application Needs, Planned and Unplanned
In 1991, when L&T started its plant in Chennai,

Soon, the D Series was on the market map with superior

machines

safety features, precise to sense a paper as thin as

digital hydraulics technology offering excellent mould

India to manufacture plastics injection moulding
under

technical

collaboration

with

0.1 mm. As high as 64 cavities were processed in

Mannesmann Demag Kunstofftechnik, Germany, it

150 tonnes machine with cycle time of 5.5 seconds!

was the first from India with a ‘Make in India’ tag.

Thereafter, the D Series was optimised to DL Series

Introducing the full-fledged expandable computerised

creating a benchmark for polycarbonate moulding.

system in injection moulding machines called Numerically

Controlled System (NC111) with high-end features such
as

mould

cavity

pressure-based

switch-over

Following D and DL, the company witnessed further

from

enhancement in injection moulding technology adding

injection to hold-on, interface for Computer Aided Setting

Ergotech and De-Tech series to its product basket. It

(CAS) and Computer Aided Production (CAP), auto clamp

was able to push itself into a range of segments such

force monitoring, regulation and controls with auto

as automotive, lighting products, electrical switch gear,

mould height adjustment made the D Series from L&T a

writing instruments, medical and thin wall moulding.

work-horse.

Even market leaders turned out as repetitive buyers.
One could say competitive machine price, robust

Suits Machines to
Every Needs

design, moulded part consistency, machine reliability,

productivity and expanded network of operation were

the reasons to its continuous growth.

“Product penetrations are possible

With Toshiba Machine on board from 2012, the company

solely through application-

specific solutions. No doubt

has been able to serve diverse applications with the

philosophy vibes with this,”

machines from Toshiba Machine has proven its strengths

Application Engineering, Service

plastics, thermoset (high-speed DMCs), wax moulding

Toshiba Machine’s business

infusion of Japanese technology. Today, the TD Series of

observes C. Somaskandhan, DGM -

in processing PVC / CPVC pipes and fittings, household

& Customer Care (Technical),

and orthopedic medical parts promising consistency,

Toshiba Machine (Chennai).

repeatability and reliability.

India have different regulations that

(Chennai) Pvt. Ltd. and Toshiba Machine

standard AE machine made in Thailand,

one another was difficult; therefore, their

conflicts to rest, in case any.

prototype by the year end and then a

surround the business, so adjusting to
approach in policy drafting was always

to listen to both the sides and then
create a middle path that was mutually

agreed upon. This was important for
the success of both, Toshiba Machine

Redefines Market
Boundaries...
“Inspite of not having the early

movers advantage, TMIC products
today find wide usage across

the world – SEA, Middle East,

China and Japan. They plan to release a
final product by April, 2020.

Talking about the upcoming trends,

the company highlighted that the

Throwing light on the next 5 years for

the way forward. They are confident

be the one which requires no human

all electric (AE) machines seem to be

TMIC, their dream machine is going to

that

intervention. They have already taken

the

far

to

Japanese

superior

available

technology

when

is

steps forward in this regard and are in

compared

the midst of big data analysis which

technologies;

is mapped to product quality. The

and that they would start work

resultant being the next-gen IMM truly

on making AE machines available

fulfilling their dream of automation,

soon. They plan to make them here in

sans human intervention.

India and have the Japan team inspect

Africa and the USA. So much so

them for quality. AE machines have the

And how they look at manufacturing

a growing percentage of the

costs for converters by 70%. Of their four

human involvement. The planners have

that exports today, constitute

potential of reducing the operating

TMIC business,” elaborates S. N.

manufacturing sites, they see India soon

Swamy, Manager - International

Sales, Toshiba Machine (Chennai).

18

Japan. Also, this method put internal

in the future is an operation without
more than just hands-full! The way
forward for them would be to dream

becoming the 4th manufacturing unit

with eyes wide open!

for AE machines. Presently, they have a
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Keeping ‘Go-to-Market’
in Sync with Times
Having undergone successive management changes, managing

the sales and marketing teams of the organisation came across as

a challenging task. However, the able and qualified teams ensured
that the profit interests of the company are disturbed the least.
Read on to know the Toshiba Machine (Chennai) journey...

M

arketing and sales team are

licenses then came along.” Pushed

business. Especially, when it

innovate; innovate in marketing? Yes!

always the forerunners of any

comes to a name like Toshiba Machine
(Chennai) Pvt. Ltd. (TMIC) which has
undergone

several

brand

identity

changes. The company records that its
journey since 1992 has been one with
drastic and turbulent changes; however,

these changes have only bettered the
marketing approach.

team

applied

capitalised

cost calculation to injection moulding
products and resorted to customer
education on the savings they could
accrue in their produce by the L&T

machines then when compared to
cheaper counterparts. This innovation

itself over each change, V. Padmanaba

This was then followed by a time

Machines, TMIC who earlier headed

formed and things suddenly began

the marketing and sales shares, “When

we started IMMs in 1992, the market
was hesitant as for this product mainly

Beyond Delight

marketing

clicked and there began the early days

Bhat, Joint General Manager, Die Casting

KNOW

So, perhaps for the first time then, a

The Dotted Journey

Talking about how the brand evolved

DID YOU

to the wall, the only way out was to

because the cost was 2.5 times to what

Such has been the impact of the

was available already in the market. It

machine innovations have helped

other concerns like the high import

development group that at times,

gradually reduced with time, but had

convertors replace 5 IMM machines

content

and

restriction

with 1!

on

export

on growth.

when the L&T Demag venture was
looking promising for the business.

The company was perched right at
the top position in a few months itself.

This phase, between 2001 and 2007,
was the period of transformation. A

modified business approach, changing
demands of the market, turmoil in

European economies, all took a toll on

Always a Customer’s Neighbour...
“For us, business is all about numbers.
Crossing 10,000 was a big milestone
for us. This achievement is just a

stepping stone and, going forward,

we hope that our deliveries multiply
each year,” shares Amarendra Nath
Sasmal, Head - Sales & Marketing,
Toshiba Machine (Chennai).
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Vega Auto, today, has powered its way to become one of the leading helmet manufacturers
in India, competing with world leaders with respect to design, process and product quality.
Helmet shells are fundamentally critical in nature to protect human life, hence proper
machine selection becomes a priority. Toshiba Machine, known for precision machines,
suits our requirement with niche. Their capability in running bigger moulds effectively and
ensuring optimum machine utilisation are the value additions we enjoy.
Uttam Chandak, Managing Director
Vega Auto

the business. Out went Demag; L&T

concept is simple enough to understand

the turmoil.

customers’ business sails; but if it stops,

had to be the resilient one and face all
“The team was again challenged; the

adversity again ignited the marketing

position in the market,” V. Padmanaba

of dominance. “This is reflected in the

And this was not the end for turbulences.
The company sale to Toshiba Machine
in 2012 happened faster than one

anticipated and the marketing teams
had to realign their marketing strategy

once again, in order to keep themselves
stable in the market and align to the
new
The

company’s

marketing

market-philosophy.

team

gathered

all

the pieces once more to set out for

Solid growth cannot be based on just

one number. So TMIC had set 3 targets

suffers,” he adds.
Having

Bhat recalls with a sparkle in his eyes.

the Team Toshiba Machine in India.

theirs as well as our business eventually

passion; our fundamentals came handy
and we bounced back to a respectable

was clearly a fulfillment of a dream of

that if the machines run smoothly, our

crossed

all

challenges,

to meet - order inflow, sales and PBT. The

the

company crossed all the 3 parameters in

company has today reached a position

their recently concluded FY 2019 setting
the tone for the next zone of growth,

fact that the Compound Annual Growth

beyond the ordinary.

Rate for the years 2012 - 2019 have
been over 20%, while last year alone,

So high was the confidence that the

CAGR,” Kailas P. proudly shares.

of Tamil Nadu that they would invest

Beyond India

The company now looks to purchase

company confirmed to the Government

we reached a milestone with 25%

over Rs. 200 crore in the next 5 years.

The markets for TMIC products are

requisite land in sync with its aggressive

no way limited to the Indian market

growth plans. That is what can truly

alone. “Inspite of not having the early
movers

advantage,

TMIC

be

products

construed

the ordinary’!

today find wide usage across the

as

‘growth

beyond

world – SEA, Middle East, Africa and

While being a dominant player in

today, constitute a growing percentage

that

again with its efforts to conquer the

S. N. Swamy, Manager - International

in the manufacture of the all electric

a turbulent one. From a modest start

is formed to support the global markets.

over 100 all electric machines each year

machines a year, the company today is

digit growth for exports in the next few

in Japan / Thailand).

another journey to rediscover itself and
redefine its approach in this very new

the USA. So much so that exports

the

TMIC has proved its resilience time and

of

elaborates

expansion will also see a big impetus

odds and indeed the journey has been

Sales, TMIC. A dedicated service team

machines. Even today, the TMIC sells

of 3 machines a year (1992) to 1,012

The team is confident of posting double

(imported from Toshiba Machine sites

positive about its bright future.

years as well.

business environment.

the

TMIC

business,”

hydraulic
the

machines

company

category

produces,

the

The Q1 of this year 2019-20 again saw

This journey has truly been full of ups

Recent Times

Nath Sasmal, Head - Sales & Marketing,

makes growth more satisfying! For

8 - 10%. At a time when the industry

(TMIC), the year 2019 could not have

slowdown, TMIC is working its way

2019 they received the Prestigious

of a 25%+ exposure to the automotive

varied parameters of sales, sustained

achieve the Q2 targets as well. They have

against

electrical

and downs and, therefore, Amarendra
TMIC says that he is proud that their

customer retention has been excellent.

“We have customers today who will not

go to any other machine manufacturer.
We are confident that for their expansion

purposes, they are strongly attached to

Toshiba Machine. This loyalty has not
come easy; it is because of the strong

service support that we provide. And,
not to forget that the quality of machines

that we sell, speak for themselves. Our

20

the company up its ante. In comparison

Growth is self-motivating; recognition

to last year, they grew by another

Toshiba Machine (Chennai) Pvt. Ltd.

is

started in a better way, as in March,

around to minimise its impact, inspite

President

across

sector. They seem to be confident to

growth, profit, knowledge and more;

truly got their act together! Packaging,

other global manufacturing sites of

instruments and home appliances seem

Award.

stringent

Evaluated

competition

from

with

the

segment,

automotive

PVC,

writing

to augur well for the upcoming quarters

Toshiba Machine, TMIC won this very

this year.

coveted ‘numero uno’ position which
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Well

Differentiated
Good product at a good price is given for business success. But at
Toshiba Machine (Chennai), the differentiation goes way beyond
this. Differentiation in thought, idea and process is probably as

sustainable or infact more. Read on to know what difference in
thought leadership is followed at Toshiba Machine (Chennai)...

Customer Ownership
Enhancing

sense

constant transition, its other side is

of

customer

belongingness is a ‘big mantra’ at
Toshiba Machine (Chennai) Pvt. Ltd.

(TMIC). And so, customer opinion is
the

most

regarded

and

respected

information here. It is today a big
business enabler. A strong feedback

mechanism in place helps not to

miss on this valued data and further

electric is 10:90, exactly the reverse of
the Indian trend.
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management
tandem,

team

putting

is

extra

efforts and investments from its end to
ensure that quality and safety stay on
top of their manufacturing priorities.

trust. It is taken as a responsibility that

making

In Japan the ratio of hydraulic to all

in

Manager - Die Casting Machines, TMIC

user

Joint

General

confidence in our commitment and

all electric machines is that of 90:10.

working

So, what’s in an order? For TMIC, every

of

Bhat,

execute, giving the customer more

in India the ratio of hydraulic and

Machine’s

opinion,

importance

Padmanaba

highlighting

feedback which we readily accept and

An interesting trend to note is that

to make its quality world-class. Toshiba

the

Further

explains, “Customers also give us valid

Mirror Image

religiously worked on its technology

Business Responsibility

V.

KNOW

TMIC has stayed resilient and has

build on the ever-so-strong customer
connect.

DID YOU

extremely important to acknowledge.

our

relation

very synchronised!

mutual.”

How

order is considered as a reflection of

needs to be executed with utmost care
and perfection, since failure is not an

option. One mistake can mean a drop in
future order from the existing client. It’s

always said that a company is as good
as its last order executed!

Quality Consciousness

Research Culture

Over the years, there have been many

So evolved is the development, that

while everyone sees only its side of

screws,

major developments with TMIC and

l
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Toshiba Machine makes its own ball
the

design

of

which

was
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Toshiba Machine’s range of machines, drying, conveying and mould temperature control
systems are capable of churning out high quality polycarbonate switches. With over 225
machines, Toshiba Machine has been a long-time business partner. One can strongly vouch
for processing ability of engineering polymers such as PC, PBT and nylon, proven by high
performance, high uptime, high shot weight consistency, lower power consumption and
lower maintenance cost. The after-sales service support has always been prompt and upfront.
Hemang Shah, Managing Director
GreatWhite Global Pvt. Ltd.

conceived by none other than their

a dedicated event each year in Japan

above,

“The ironed-out development process

from each division. This event has

signature statement; Kailas P. shares

highlights the confident R&D team.

Hands-on

own Chairman.
minimises

the

chances

of

failure,”

Customer Reach Out
To

the

keep

brand

customers
and

the

in

sync

with

developments from across the world,
the company pioneered the concept
of mailing campaigns for this industry

time, we add 30% new customers

each year! These numbers are big

a part of the daily read for personnel.
today,

the

TMIC

company

70% over the last 5 years. At the same

and product knowledge manuals form
Even

the

our customer retention is at 67% to

understanding

comparison sheets, competitive analysis
technological

does

some data, “It is a matter of pride that

global reverence.

training,

what

scorecard read like? Here comes the

to showcase the latest and the best

for us, as they speak volumes on our

customer

quality standards, as well as on client

connect team is respected as a very

relationship management.” In a fiercely

knowledgeable team.

competitive market as IMMs, these

numbers are an absolute ‘standout’.

segment. Exhibitions, customer meets,

At TMIC, the understanding is clear,

all out to be present in every platform

person; thereafter, it’s the success of the

Toshiba Machine and the successful

and

by TMIC.

social gathering, the company went

of mutual learning. External customer
communication has thus witnessed a
sea-change. So much is the belief that
the Toshiba Group all together set-up

Customer

Centricity

the first sale is to the credit of the sales

They clearly underline the ideology of

product, its performance, the support

implementation of the same in India

the

Actions resulting in desired results,
spot on!

the

company,

tangibles

and

at

large.

intangibles

of

business being in place as highlighted

The brand strongly feels that in order to
command respect from customers, they
have to strongly focus on providing value
at every step. Machine uptime is one of
the most closely monitored parameters.
TMIC customers (big or small) always feel
well-looked-after in this regard. Advanced
and structured trainings, seamless troubleshooting experiences and professional
meets are a regular feature which ensure
that the customer is updated and confident
to handle his prized machine well.
Speaking of the past, Amarendra Nath
Sasmal, Head - Sales & Marketing, TMIC
comments, “The first few years were
extremely slow in terms of numbers and
growth. And the one mantra that helped
us all the way through was that ‘we should
always put ourselves in the shoes of our
customers’, so that we can meet their
requirements and delight them with our
understanding and cooperation. We keep
our customers really close and involve with
them on a daily basis.”
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With

Highlighting the importance of this
customer centricity and its positive
results, Amarendra Nath Sasmal shares an
example of a stand-out sale of a customer
from Mumbai to substantiate this. This
customer initially took 2 machines from
TMIC in 2006 and, today, they have
80 machines from TMIC. This hike, he
believes, is purely a result of the wellappreciated initial discussions, excellent
service support, operator training, advising
as regards peripherals and more; in short,
the customer loyalty is because of the
basket of services that TMIC has provided
him over years.
Similarly, TMIC helped a Kolkata-based
company to establish its operations
from the scratch. This process even
included how to place the machines,
guidance
for
designing,
selection
of
people,
training,
applications,
service, installation etc. Today, they
are proud users of over 105 machines
from Toshiba Machine.
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Building R&D

for a Stronger Tomorrow
To reap maximum gains, it is vital for a company to invest in its

research and development. POLYMERS Communiqué researches

the fine prints of this department and how it’s playing a role in the
company’s growing profits...

S

ustainable growth in business

step-child and today we stand tall as

of finances and human capital

Research undoubtedly played a pivotal

constantly demands investment

in research and development that
aids

superior

product

and

service

development. Talking about the R&D

journey, M. P. Saju, Head - R&D, Toshiba

Machine (Chennai) Pvt. Ltd. (TMIC) tells,
“Our journey has been an extremely
challenging one. We started our R&D
journey under K. V. Mathew as the

Head in the year 1991, for the L&T

rubber and plastics machinery. The
business,

KNOW
so

out to be expensive, beyond customer
affordability,

configurations,

in

spite

he

of

adds,

excellent

“Our

first

customer for IMM was Philips to whom
we provided a 100 tonne machine. Since
our machines were costly, we only sold
5 machines in the first year.”

to keep the business sustained, we had

into making their own machines with

we decided to fill our lean season with

this plastics machinery manufacturing.
and

Admitting that the initial machine turned

Receiving the market feedback on

That time, plastics was on a boom and

well-structured

role in this transformation.

was

to venture into some alternate option.

Racing Ahead
is

profitable,

extremely seasonal and we realised that

DID YOU

Work

though

the number 2 player in this industry.”

So, initially it began on plastics as a

the price, pushed the team to venture
Indian parts. One of the first such risks

taken was with the digital hydraulic

machine, which had the same concepts
and quality, but a different price point.

This turned to be a big success, and

responsibilities so well defined that
in a typical 2,400 working hours a

Takes the Team Along...

year, the company manufactured an
astonishing 1,012 machines last year!

Put in another way, over 3 machines
each day.

“Our immediate plan is to offer 850 tonne
to 1000 tonne machines in the next 2

years and by 2021, we feel that a time will
come when demand for heavy machines

will be very significant in the market; thus,

by 2021, we would be ready with our high
tonnage machines, manufactured locally,”
highlights Kotaro Tani, Director, Toshiba
Machine (Chennai).
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the company witnessed many such
successes thereafter.

The learning curve of the division

was steep and the process taught

everyone lessons in adaptation and
addressing market feedback. This learn-

do-learn curve is an innate part of the

thinking even today and instrumental
in the extremely close connect the
company shares with its customers.

For the research group as well, the

transition from L&T Plastics Machinery
Ltd.

to

Toshiba

Machine

Co.

mentally prepared for the changes
that were about to follow. “On the R&D

front, we have streamlined processes
created

an

environment

that

allows our researchers to grow and
develop their knowledge and skill. We
have

developed

several

“Procurement continues to be a business driver
for TMIC. Multi-tier qualified vendors (domestic

and overseas), geographically as well located as

possible, with excellent vendor handholding, go

a long way in ensuring vendor belongingness to

TMIC. Vendor development includes extraordinary
efforts that the company undertakes to ensure a

growing relationship. Long-standing vendors stand
testimony,” strongly believes V. R. J. Premkumar,
General Manager, Toshiba Machine (Chennai).

Ltd.

was also challenging, but they were

and

The Supply Chain Specialist

successful

product lines and were also the first
to introduce induction motors and
electronically controlled pumps in the

systems. Then came the China threat,
which brought to the fore the need
for timely development. The team
addressed the price challenge from

Such

is

the

process

that

responsibility. The team is beyond

market

Desirous to know more about the

setup

the

R&D

about

requirements

and

changing
trends,

was repeatable to build and use as

well. Today the R&D team is capable of
addressing all market requirements, in a
record time aiding business by building
solutions

with

competitive

pricing.

The R&D helping sales...truly a team
spirit on display!

proudly uses.

team also has dedicated task force to
focus on technological changes and find

As regards the hydraulic machines, the

meaningfully into their products and

the Indian shores as well. Benny Mathew

out ways how it can be implemented

development responsibilities are beyond

stay yards ahead in the marketplace!

explains “For instance, Japan no longer
makes hydraulic machines, which is still

in demand in the US market. So, India

what should the pricing be like, as they

is responsible for fulfilling this need, by
integrating our designs and delivering

products at profitable margins. “We

in

have customers who have switched

to

of it,” Benny Mathew shares.

for new technology, as that is the

nodal to the TMIC for ideation approach.

They

growth,” shares Benny Mathew, Joint

people to be executing these tasks.

We

General Manager - Product Engineering,

But a committed and qualified team of
30

were

core

expecting

members

an

ocean

shoulder

Japan

is

hydraulic

tasks

the

and

assigned.

need

of

They

timely

comprehend

the

Such has been the impact of the
development
machine

group

innovations

that

at

have

times,

helped

convertors replace 5 IMM machines

with 1! So, will the sales guy go after

of

the research who lowered the customer

demand? Never at TMIC. Each at TMIC

clearly believe that what is good for

this

Toshiba Machine Supplement

large

importance of relevant development.

highlighted that marketing and research

only way in which we can further our

the

development

drives the research studio or vis-à-vis, pat

customer expectations. This triangle is

do

understand

To the query, that is it marketing that

As a company, we are always longing

and

clearly was the thinking and willingness

of customised machines and are proud

teams work extremely in sync with

Currently,

machine segment.” What came out

support. Today, we make a large number

‘both’!

AE

and manage the entire small tonnage

research customisations and after-sales

answer

US.

machines, leaving India to manufacture

the trust they have in our technology,

the

the

producing

completely to TMIC. This is reflective of

offerings, but also evolved and updated.
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shop floor, right next to the machine he

Apart from taking market leads, the R&D

came

MSIG and ISD, TMIC.

his critical opinion very frankly at the

the great job of enabling sales to sell!

“The products engineered by the teams
are not only at par with the market

customers, his concerns, his wish list,

return gift from Marketing to R&D for

want their customers to gain from their

It was about conceiving a product that

research person discussing with the

or customised products. Seems like a

problem before it surfaced at the shop

not just about creating a new product.

often than not, you would find a TMIC

which the R&D teams build their new

Also researching helps them understand

floor. Designing and development was

customer usage of machines, most

around

China successfully”, adds M. P. Saju.

They saw their success in visualising a

the confines of closed room research.

marketing teams continually updates

the customer is good for the company.
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Beyond
Business

For a company, being holistic in approach can only be achieved

when it does something extraordinary for the people it employs

and for the society around it. Toshiba Machine (Chennai) proves to
be a perfect example of how a company can be holistic in its true
spirit. Read on...

T

oshiba

believes
true

Machine

that

winners

people
in

strongly

are

success!

the

It

heavily invests in having a satisfied

and happy workforce, and positions
them as a large factory family. Kailas P.,

Vice Chairman & Managing Director,
Toshiba Machine (Chennai) Pvt. Ltd.

(TMIC) and Executive Officer, Toshiba
Machine, Japan tells, “There has never

been one day in my tenure at Toshiba
Machine that we faced a strike or a

clash. We have not recorded a single

day of production loss, for this reason.

Also, we are extremely proud of the

fact that we have had no accidents
over the last five years. We consider
our employees as our assets and seeing

DID YOU

them safe is a big satisfaction for the

KNOW

management.”

Would

business

not

follow with such an approach? For

Big Unified Family

TMIC it does, and not surprisingly it
does at a pace much faster than what

The growing family of 380+ at TMIC

the industry growth rate is!

pride on the strides that the company

another level, the belief is that to

will surely look back with immense
has taken in the recent times.

Taking

the

happiness

quotient

to

keep

an

employee

happy,

it’s

important that his family is happy
as

well!

regular

distribute
an

And

so,

TMIC

gifts

to

the

family

appreciation

organises

get-togethers
for

families

their

and
as

passion

towards the company. No opportunity
is lost to convey this connect; be it

long tenure awards, or a part of their
weddings,

wedding

anniversaries,

celebrating arrival of new-borns and

much more! Doing all that is expected
of a family member.
Transparent

performance

awards,

family insurance schemes, open house
sessions for one-on-one interactions,
healthy feedback mechanism, all ensure

a better sense of ownership and a very
low attrition rate.

“All these occasions, celebrations bind
us together as a close-knit family. I

personally am available all day. I urge
people to just walk through the door
and talk to me about anything that I
can help them with,” highlights Kailas P.

Plans to Perfection...
Hirotoshi Mochizuki, Vice President -

Corporate Planning Division, Executive

Advisor - Manufacturing, Toshiba Machine

(Chennai) adds, “To make our process faster
and more efficient, we got the flow line

concept for our production more in use. So,
where earlier we produced 2 machines a
day, we today can now produce 3.”
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Financial Prudence
The Game Changer

From juggling between numbers, to executing game-changing

ideas and experiments to keep the company profitable, the finance
team at Toshiba Machine (Chennai) has had its share of learning.
We talk to them about their journey to stability and if they feel
they have fared well on their financial scoreboard. Read on...

M

oney matters can be hard,

in the year 2007-08 when we were

business is facing transition;

began to fall apart because of gross

completely eroded and the company

and even harder when your

establishing

connect

with

a

miscalculations. With improper policies,

new

primarily credit related, our net worth

acquisition and getting in sync with
new

company

policies,

was grossly impacted. In terms of

challenges

even the best! For obvious reasons, this

numbers, 50% of our net worth was

Machine (Chennai) Pvt. Ltd. (TMIC)

The situation was critical and the

eroded resulting in huge losses.”

scenario has been true for Toshiba
who feel that their journey has been
full

that

of

it’s

challenges
only

now

and

that

risks.

the

top management team took on the

And

challenge yet again. They decided to

sky

formulate a policy and not sway from it.

seems to be clearing out, feels T. N.

They took a big decision, a decision that

Sivasubramanian, Head - Finance &

DID YOU

KNOW
Flowing Ahead

could cost them business (their sheer

Accounts and Company Secretary, TMIC.

existence infact!) in this critical phase.

As he traces Toshiba Machine India’s

But scared to bite the bullet, they took

financial journey, he candidly admits,

a bold step and decided that going

“At TMIC, we have learnt our lessons

forward ‘no machines (exception being

the hard way, the worst hit being

project business) on credit’.

They got the flow line concept

A Calibrated Thinker...

for their production more in use.

So, where earlier they produced
2 machines a day, they today can

Benny Mathew, Joint General Manager -

now produce 3.

Product Engineering, MSIG and ISD,

Toshiba Machine (Chennai) explains “For

instance, Japan no longer makes hydraulic
machines, which is still in demand in the
US market. So, India is responsible for
fulfilling this need, by integrating our

designs and delivering in the US. Currently,
Japan is producing all electric and large

hydraulic machines only, leaving India to

manufacture and manage the entire small
tonnage machines.”

26
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As a PET convertor, we were looking for a machine supplier
who would not only sell machines, but also give us backup
in terms of spares and support. We can say without any
doubt that Toshiba Machine and their team are the way
to go!
Montu, Director, Fineline Industries Ltd.
Kenya

The entire organisation joined hands

that resulted in a lot of savings as the

All these steps were crucial as the

infact, altered the industry dynamics

the US Dollar. The transaction became

less than a huge battle field with

to address and execute this change. It,

at large. While this corrective financial
strategy helped TMIC recover, it also

greatly benefitted competition who
began following the credit strategy. In

other words, the market was bleeding
and when TMIC stopped credit, their

competition thanked them, as they
followed suit to recover as well. For

TMIC, 2007-08, got inked as the year of
complete business transformation.
“Thereafter,

financial

planning

was

always at the fore and became the

key driver for business, we began
to

soar

and

fly,”

T. N. Sivasubramanian.

adds

a

joyous

Therefore, time and again, TMIC has

been making use of game-changers

to its financial strategy. One being the
migration of import from China from

US Dollar to Chinese RMB; a move

rupee had strongly depreciated w.r.t.
profitable! Moving from bank borrowing

to buyers’ credit helped in bringing the
costs down still further.

Apart from this, TMIC also took several
other steps to ensure there is no

wastage of resources. The number
games were on top of the mind.

T. N. Sivasubramanian shares, “Numbers

market that TMIC is a player of is no
atleast

8

growth

meant

against.

to

10

Surviving

giants

without

that

to

stand

diluting

business

must

prosper and yet build an edge over
the competition. Financial prudence

and innovating strategies helped the
company stay afloat then and grow
meaningfully today.

are always important. One small change

that made a huge difference was when
about 5 years ago, we reviewed our list
price and realised that parameters such

as freight transportation cost, insurance
and

packaging

cost

were

inbuilt

components. Discounts offered on the
machines, discounted these parameters

as well. An approach that cost the
company significantly. The changed

approach of invoicing only for the
machines saved TMIC a lot of money.”

A Connoisseur of Marketing...

“The team was again challenged; the

adversity again ignited the marketing
passion; our fundamentals came

handy and we bounced back to a

respectable position in the market,”
V. Padmanaba Bhat, Joint General
Manager - Die Casting Machines,

Toshiba Machine (Chennai) recalls
with a sparkle in his eyes.
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Giving Back
to the Society

For large enterprises like Toshiba Machine (Chennai), goal

identification is not only about target achievements; it also

includes what it can give back to society. And taking a lead on this,
the company has a clear environment policy which promises great
benefits in the times to come. Read on...

T

The Environment Mandate

oshiba Group believes in giving to

the society and this act of giving -

The employees of Toshiba Machine

in corporate jargon known as

are not only focusing on making

corporate social responsibility (CSR) -

their working lean, progressive and

seems to be a special part of the

process-oriented,

company’s annual plans. Talking about

what goes into CSR planning, Kailas

Therefore,

CSR is an important part. The feeling of

its

doing something for the society is very

measure

invests time and energy in achieving

services,

average, we have allocated 2 - 5% profits

and more.”

Education

scholarships,

Related:

Infrastructure

providing

school

Related:

Development:

education,

village

and unskilled.

environment

the

training

students

-

system.

(products,

parts

and

final amount of disposal.

Promoting substitution, reduction and

collection of chemical substances that
may contribute to pollution in order to

Providing

and

management

use of waste material to minimise the

Building

prevent air, water and soil pollution, and

jobs

also to reduce emissions is an important

skilled

aspect of this mandate.

Health Related: Regularly organising

They respect the diversity and always

donating around 100 units of blood

manner that is responsible, while being

like to continue their existence in a

Rotary blood donation camps and

as a part of the societal ecosystem.

each time.
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of

raw materials) and maximising cyclic

vicinity, building water tanks etc.

NN

protect

procurement

installing CCTV cameras in the

for

impacts

They firmly believe in promoting green

toilets, classrooms, village roads,

People

the

accurately

environmental

environmental

Granting

and computers.

NN

Group

audits to continue to improve the

uniforms, donating used laptops
NN

Machine

from

provisions for conducting environmental

activities so far have been:

5 years.

philosophy,

Their environment policy gives special

Some of TMIC’s widely appreciated CSR

67% to 70%, analysed over the last

inspiration

healthier environment.

dedicatedly to the Prime Minister’s Fund

Customer retention for TMIC is at

with

and resources, and work towards a

in CSR and have also been contributing

NN

is

their business activities, products and

its roadmap. In the last 3 years, on an

Lasting Impression

taking

management

Toshiba

fulfilling and each member of our team

KNOW

also

what it gives back to the environment.

P. shares, “For us at Toshiba Machine,

DID YOU

but

every new decision, thinking about
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Engineered
Solutions
Hydraulic Injection Moulding Machines
All Electric Injection Moulding Machines
Auxiliary Equipment
Die-Casting Machines
Machine Tools
Industrial Robots
Plastic Extrusion Machines
Micro-Pattern Imprinting Machines
High-Precision Machines
Electronic Control Devices
Hydraulic Equipment

Toshiba Machine (Chennai)
A Journey that Motivates

At POLYMERS Communiqué, we were
enthralled at the alacrity of the team at

Toshiba Machine (Chennai) which cuts
across hierarchies; surprisingly they all

spoke the same dialects even during
impromptu meetings. A clear indication

of their belief in the set ideology that
drives them. They seem prepared to

address any change, any need, any
demand; with absolute simplicity.

The discussions went on and on, and

the resilient approach due to their
corporate transformation held us in
absolute awe. POLYMERS Communiqué
signs off saluting the seamless fusion of

this Indo-Japanese culture, using best of
both philosophies.
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